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0. INTRODUCTION 
Let A4 be a complete connected Riemannian manifold with nonnegative 
Ricci curvature. The heat diffusion semigroup on M is then a Makovian 
Feller semigroup (cf. [1,2]). I shall denote by pl(x, y) (t > 0; x,y E M) the 
heat diffusion kernel of A4 and by: 
Gtx, Y) =jrc P,(x, Y) dt 
0 
the Green’s function on M which of course might be infinite (=+a~). I 
proved in [2] that for all x0 E M we have G(x,, y) < +co (V y E w,) if 
and only if 
L(r) = L,,,(r) = jm vo, ;ttxo, dt < +a Vr>O, (0.1) 
I 
where B,(x,) denotes the ball in A4 centered at x0 of radius t. In this paper I 
shall show that in some sense we also have G(x,, y) -L(r), where 
r = d(x,, y). We have: 
THEOREM 1. Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold that posses a
pole 0 E M and let us assume that the Gaussian curvature is nonnegative 
and that the Green’s function G(0, x) exists. Then there xist wo constants 
C,, C, > 0 that only depend on the dimension of M such that: 
c <G(o,x)(C. 
“Lo(r)’ 2’ 
V x E M\O, r = d(O,x). 
Let me recall that one says that 0 is a pole iff Exp, is a diffeomorphism 
(cf. [31). 
In the above theorem we can in fact weaken the hypothesis and require 
only that the Ricci curvature is nonnegative and also that the Radial 
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(cf. [3], for definition) curvature isalso nonnegative. The above theorem will 
be a consequence of the following slightly more general theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let M and 0 E M be as in Theorem 1 and let u be a 
nonnegative harmonic function M\O then there xist wo constants C,, C, 
only depending on the dimension of M such that: 
1 40, xl 
vn,YEM\O,T< d(O,y) <2. 
In other words such a function is almost radial. 
THEOREM 3. Let M be a complete Riemannian mantfold that possesses a 
pole 0 EM and has nonnegative Ricci curvature. Then there exists a
constant C > 0 depending only on the dimension such that 
Idu(x)l< C$$; OfxEM 
, 
for every u nonnegative harmonic function on M\O. 
The question aturally arises as to what happens if we suppress the 
hypothesis that 0 is a pole. The answer is that the above theorems till hold 
provided that we impose some boundedness on the curvature. To be more 
precise let M be a complete Riemannian manifold of nonnegative Gaussian 
curvature and let us suppose that the curvature tensor together with its first 
100 covariant derivatives is bounded on M (100 is of course a manner of 
speaking; 2 or 3 will do). Let us also suppose that he injectivity radius i(M) 
is positive. Let us further suppose that (0.1) is verified on M. Under the 
above conditions we still have 
c < G(xo,Y) <c . 
” L,(r) ’ ” x,fY,r=d(x,,y);x,,yEM, 
where C, and Cz depend on M and xg. The proof of that fact however, is 
much more intricate; it will appear elsewhere. r 
1. THE CONFORMAL METRIC 
Let M be a smooth differentiable manifold (C’ will do) assigned with two 
‘Added in proof. I shall prove elsewhere that the condition (0.1) is necessary for the 
existence of a Green’s function for a general connected Riemannian manifold (without any 
hypothesis on the curvature). 
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different smooth metrics g = (g,J and g* = (gt = A*g,) conformal to each 
other (0 < I E C*(M)). 
In this section we shall be dealing with (X, Y), Hess&X, Y), Ric(X, Y) 
(IX] = (X,X)“‘) which are the scalar product he Hessian (with respect to 
some p E C*(M)) and the Ricci quadratic forms on T(M) with respect o the 
metric g. and with the corresponding expressions ( )* Ric * Hess* p 
(1 Jx = (,)y*) that arise from the metric g*. I shall also denote by 
]( Hess o ]I and A (resp. ]IHess* q I]* and A*) 
the norm of the Hessian and the Laplacian (i.e., the trace of that Hessian) 
with respect to g (resp. g*). 
I shall also impose the following two conditions on A 
where C,, C, will be the fixed positive constants. 
We then have 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let M, g, g* and Iz be as above there exists then 
K > 0, depending only on C,, C, and n = dim M such that 
(i) Ric*(X,X)>,Ric(X,X)-K]X]i, 
(ii) II Hessf II < KA’(ll Hess* f II* + I&l*); j-E C*(M). 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let M, g, g* and J be as above and let u E C*(M) be 
a g-harmonic (i.e., Au = 0) function. There exist then K,, K,, K, three 
constants depending only on C,, C, and dim M such that 
lA*ul <K, Idule. (1.3) 
IdA*ul* <KK,lIH es* uII* +K,JduI*. (1.4) 
Proof of Proposition 1.1. (i) Let u = log A we then have: 
do=+d& Hesso=--$dAOdA++HessA, 
do=- ; (d& dl) + + Ail. 
It follows therefore from a formula of Weyl [cf. [4, Sects 3.9 (3.9.3)]] that 
580/45/l-8 
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Ric*(X, X) - Ric(X. X) 
= - (n - 2) + Hess A.(X, X) + 2(n - 2) $ @A(X))* 
and using the obvious fact hat 1*(X(* = 1x1: we see that our proposition is 
a consequence of the facts that: 
Hess &X,X) < C2L3 IX]* = C,A]X]i ; 
IdAl < c,1*. 
(ii) The Hessian is by definition Hess p(X, Y) = X(Yp) - D,Yp and 
the symbols of the g and g* connection are related by the equation 
(cf. [4, Sect. 3.91): 
(D indicates covariant derivatives). It follows that: 
Hess* 9(X, Y) - Hess (p(X, Y) 
= WJ, &)(X9 r> - dfJ(x) a-m - dfm WY). 
we deduce therefore that 
lHess*f(~,Y)--He~sf(~,Y)l~~l~~ll4fll~llYl 
and therefore that 
IlHessflI < 3C,~l@l+ ,p~< I I Hess*f(X, VI; 
our result follows immediately from this. 
(1.5) 
Proof of Proposition 1.2. Taking the trace of the formula (1.5) we obtain 
A*f=$Af+~(dL,#); fEC’(h4). 
It follows that when Af = 0 we have 
A*f= 9 (dk df). 
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From this and (1.1) inequality (1.3) is automatic. We also have 
dA*f= - 3cna; 2, (da, df) da + q d(dA, 4-j. 
(dA*f I* can therefore b estimated by
‘(d$df)’ IdA(* +$d(d&df)l, =A tB; 
we clearly have 
Let XE T(M) we then have 
d(dk df)(m =X(M, df) = (D,d&df) + (dk D&f) 
= Hess A(X, df”) t Hess f (X, dL#), 
where I follow [5] in denoting by E* 3 E the canonical identification of a
inner product space with its dual for the g-metric (observe that 1 @I = I4f I); 
D, denotes covariant differentiation w.r.t. the g-connection. We then have 
[cf. (1.2)] 
I~~~~~~~,~~~l~II~~~~~llI~ll~f I 
= IIHess4II& Idf I* < W%% Idol*; 
we also have 
IHessf(X,dl’)l<l[Hessf[IlXjld~~=-!$-! IIHessf IIIXI* . 
Substituting in the above estimate the inequality ofProposition l(ii) and 
taking sup over all X E T(M) with 1X1* < 1 we finally obtain that: 
PI <GllHess*f II* +WVl* 
and this together with (1.6) gives us (1.4). 
2. MANIFOLDS WITH A POLE 
Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold and let 0E M be a pole of M, 
i.e., the exponential mapping Exp,(x) (x E TM) is a diffeomorphism; letus 
denote by g the metric tensor of M and let us make the hypothesis that the 
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Ricci curvature of M is nonnegative. Let us finally denote by r = r(p) = 
d(O,p) the distance function on A4. 
The function r is then a smooth (as smooth as the manifold) function on 
M\O that satisfies thefollowing conditions: 
(i) /r(m) - r(m’)l < d(m, m’), i.e., itis Holder continuous. 
(ii) The manifold M* = M\O with the new metric tensor g* = A’g and 
L = l/r is a complete manifold. 
(iii) There is a constant C only depending on the dimension such that 
I( Hess r2 (I< C. 
Conditions (i) and (ii) are obvious; (iii) depends on the following: 
LEMMA 2.1. Let M and r be as above, then on M\O we have 
Hess r s 0; Ar* < 2n. 
I shall defer the proof of that Lemma to the end of this ection. Condition 
(iii) sthen a consequence of that Lemma. 
From the above it follows that the function Iz = l/r that defines the new 
metric g* on M* = M\O of (ii) satisfies conditions (1.1) and (1.2) of 
Section 1. Indeed (1.1) follows at once from (i) and (1.2) follows from the 
fact hat L =f(r2) with f(x) = X-I/~ and the obvious tandard formula 
Hess f 0 o =f N dp @ dq +f’ Hess o 
together with (iii). 
We can now give the 
Proof of Theorem 3. We consider the function u> 0 (Au = 0) on the 
manifold M* with the metric g*. The conditions of Yau’s Harnack 
inequality (cf. [6, Theorem 3’1) are then satisfied for that function. Indeed 
these conditions are contained in Proposition 1.1 (i) and Proposition 2.1. 
Yau’s inequality says that 
our theorem follows. 
We shall now need the following: 
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LEMMA 2.2. Let M and 0 be as above and let us suppose in addition 
that the radial Gaussian curvature of M is nonnegative (cf. [3], for a 
definition). Let further p, q E Z, be two points on the unit sphere of radius r
(Z, = {m E M, d(m, 0) = r}). W e can join thenp to q by a curve y lying in Z, 
and of length bounded by m-. 
The proof of that lemma is obvious. Indeed the above can be done in a flat 
space and the exponential mapping Exp, (under our hypothesis) decreases 
lengths. 
Theorem 2 follows then at once from Theorem 3 by integrating log u 
along an appropriate curve. 
We shall end up this paragraph by giving 
Proof of Lemma 2.1. The inequality Ar* Q 2n is classical and contained 
in [3]. To prove the left hand side inequality itis enough to show that 
Ar>O on M\O. P-1) 
It is easy to verify also that Ar in the distribution se se does not charge 0, 
to (2.1) in fact says that ris subharmonic in M. The argument hat follows is 
essentially dueto Cheeger, Gromoll and Meyer [7], [1 l] is and was shown 
to me by Robert Greene (cf. also [8], where at the very end the author 
proves that he r ball is convex, i.e., that Hess r %- 0 under the condition that 
the Gaussian curvature is nonnegative). 
Suppose (2.1) fails at some point p then we can find an (arc length 
parameter) geodesic segment C(t), s.t. C(0) = 0, C’(O), the ray @, and such 
that L = I”(0) < 0, where l(t) is the distance from 0 to C(t). Let now x be a 
point on the ray @ beyond p let p = d(x,p); we shall prove shortly that 
d(C(t), x)<p + + t* 
for t small enough. Now as soon as l/p < IL l/2 this implies that for t small 
enough we have 
40, C(t)) + d(W, x) < d(O,p) + P 
and contradicts the triangle inequality. 
To prove (2.2) let us denote by a(A)(A E [0, p]) the (arc length parameter) 
geodesic from x to p and by V(A) = A/p. {parallel translation of C’(O) along 
Op to a(A)} let us apply then the second variation formula to the family of 
curves C(A, s) = ExpatAj [s V(A)] as s stays in a small Nhd of 0. We obtain 
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d(x, C(t)) < [length ofthe curve C@, t), 0 Q Iz < p] 
for t small enough, where because of our hypothesis on the curvature R is ; 
negative quantity (cf. [12, Chap. 1, Section 61). This completes the proof. 
3. GREEN'S FUNCTIONS 
Let M be a complete manifold of nonnegative Ricci curvature and a poll 
at 0 E M. Let us recall some standard facts and some facts from [2]. 
Let us assume that 
L(r) = Jr* vo:tt(o) <+a 
and by A, = B,,(O)\B,(O). 
For every r > 0 we have 
Vol B,(O) > 2-” Vol I&.(O); Vol A, > Vol B,(O). 
The first is an inequality ofBishop (cf. [9, 1 l-101; cf. also [2]), the seconc 
follows from the fact that the (n - I)-dimensional vo ume of the r-sphere 
E,= {mEM;d(m,O)=r} in M an increasing function of T. This followr 
from standard methods from the subharmonicity oft (cf. [lo]). From this il 
follows that 
VolA, * 
I vol ; (o) dt 2 2-’ Volt,,@) (2r vol ; (o) dt r t r t 
(3.2; 
> 2-’ I*’ tdt = 32-“-+*. 
J, 
Let us now denote by G(0, x) the Green’s function of M which by (3.1) will 
be finite and satisfies 
G(O, x) = (* ~~(0, x) dr = (* tK,(O, x)dt (3.3) 
0 0 
(cf. [2]), where K,(x, u) denotes the Poisson kernel on M defined by 
Kt(x,y)=~~~~tz,~.(x.r)du. 
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It has been shown in [2] that there exists two constants C,, C, > 0 
depending only on the dimension of M such that: 
c2 < K,(O, x) < C, Vol B,(O) Vol B,(O) ; vxEM,t>;d(O,x). 
Let us consider then: 




r K,(O, x) dV(x) dt + j 
A, 0 
jm X,(0, x) dV(x) dr 
A, r 
=Ir+Jr. 
It is evident hat 
I,<; r > 0, 






Combining (3.2), (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7) we deduce that (for two new 
constants C,, C,) we have: 
G(O, x) dV(x) < C,L(r) 
and this together with Theorem 2 gives us at once the proof of Theorem 1. 
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